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We continue the study of finite grammatical families by characterizing when a 
family has a predecessor. This characterization implies that (i) the existence of 
predecessors for finite families is decidable and (ii) the collection of context-free 
grammatical families, each family of which contains all regular languages, is not 
maximal dense. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of collections of grammatical families (language families 
generated by grammar forms) was initiated in (Maurer et al., 1980a), and 
subsequent investigations are to be found in (Maurer et al., 1980b, 1981a, 
1981b, 1982, in press). The major thrust of this investigation has been the 
notion of "density." We say a collection ~/o f  grammatical families is dense 
if for all _~, ~ in J / such  that ~ ~f2 ,  there is a family f in ~/which is 
properly in between, that is, f l  ~ f  ~-~2- For example, in (Maurer et al., 
1982) it is shown that ~ = {S: f is grammatical and f (REG)~ S}  is 
dense, and in (Maurer et al., 1981a)that ~ = { f :  f is generated by a two- 
symbol grammar form and t (REG)~_ S ~ f (L IN( /  is dense with respect 
to two-symbol families. 
When a non-trivial collection J/" is not dense then there are two language 
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families t l  and S 2 in ~¢" such that _~ ~-~2 and there is no language family 
S in J properly in between. In this case we say _~ is a predecessor of S z 
or S 2 is a successor of t 1 and I 2 is a predecessor family. Clearly a 
collection ~"  is dense iff it contains no predecessor family. 
One question raised in (Maurer et al., 1982) is whether ~ is maximal 
dense, that is, can the collection be extended by including grammatical 
families that do not contain S (REG) ,  while retaining density? We initially 
conjectured this was not the case, however, the more recent investigations of 
Maurer et aL (1981b, in press) led us to revise our opinion. Because of the 
relatedness of density and predecessor families, this question can be 
rephrased in terms of the non-existence of predecessor families. 
The predecessor families are of interest not only in their own right but also 
because of their relatedness to non-density. In this paper we characterize 
finite predecessor families and hence are able to provide a collection 
~/~ which is dense, thereby negatively answering the question posed in 
(Maurer et al., 1982). This characterization means not only that we can 
decide whether or not a given finite family is a predecessor family, but also 
we can decide in many cases whether or not a given collection is dense or 
not. 
The paper consists of a further three sections. Section 2 introduces ome 
basic notions and results and Sections 3 and 4 give the main theorem and its 
proof, respectively. Moreover, the two applications of the main theorem 
mentioned above are also derived in Section 3. 
2. BASIC TERMINOLOGY AND RESULTS 
Since we are mainly concerned with finite forms (see Maurer et aL, in 
press) and in this case a form can be replaced by its language, we will 
particularize our definitions for this situation. For the basics of grammar 
forms, see Wood (1980), and for the background results to the present paper 
see Maurer et al. (1980a, 1981b, 1982). 
DEFINITION. Let L I , L  2 be finite languages with Li_~2~/*, i=  1, 2. We 
say that L 1 is an interpretation ofL  2 modulo fl, written L 1 <~ L2(/t ), where/z 
is a finite substitution ~t: 22* -~ 2 z~ satisfying 
(i) /l(a) _~ S~, for all a in $2, 
(ii) /~(a) A ~t(b) -- 0,  for all a, b in S 2, a :/: b, and 
(iii) L 1 _~t(L2). 
We often write simply L~ <~ L 2 . 
If L 1 is not an interpretation of L2,  then we write L~ ~ L 2. If L x <1 L 2 and 
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L z <~ L 1 we say L~ and L 2 a re  (strong)form equivalent and write L 1 ~ L 2. 
If the relation L~ ~L  2 does not hold we write L~ +L  2. If L 1 ~ L 2 but 
L 1 + L 2 we write L~ z~ Lz;L~ is a proper interpretation of L 2. Finally, if 
L 1 -~ L 2 and L z ~:~ L~ we write Lline L2; L~ and L 2 are incomparable. 
This abundance of notation is useful in the proofs to follow. 
As in (Maurer et al., in press) we treat finite languages as generators of 
language families under interpretation. This is captured by the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION. Let L be a finite language; then the language family 
generated by L under interpretation, denoted by S (L ) ,  is defined by 
f (L )=/L ' :  L' <ZL}. 
We say a finite language L is minimal if there is no L '  ~L  with #L '  < #L,  
where # denotes the cardinality of a set. For L a language, denote by 
alph(L) the smallest alphabet for which L G alph(L)*. 
We can summarize some basic results in 
LEMMA 2.1. Let L~, L2 be two finite languages. 
(i) <~ is decidable, NP-eomplete and a pre-order (Maurer et aI., 
1980a; Wood, 1980). 
(ii) S (L1)  = f (Lz )  iff L~ ~ L2; that is, form equivalence is the same 
as strong form equivalence for finite forms (Maurer et al., in press); cf with 
the grammar form situation (Maurer et al., 1980a). 
(iii) L~ is minimal implies that #alph(Ll)  ~< #alph(L2) for all L 2 ~ L 1 
(Maurer et al., in press). 
(iv) L 1 <~ L 2 iff there is a letter-to-letter homomorphism h such that 
h(L1) G L 2 (Maurer et al., in press). 
Part (iv) of Lemma 2.1 is easily seen by considering/~-l(a) = {b: a is in 
/l(b)}, for all a in alph(L~), where L~ <~ Lz~ ). By condition (ii) of the 
definition of interpretation #/ l -~(a)= 1; hence /l -~ is a homomorphism. 
Since we use this equivalent definition of interpretation throughout the paper 
it is convenient to let ~ denote the collection of letter-to-letter 
homomorphisms and ~ be the proper subset of J?~ consisting only of 
merging homomorphisms; that is, h belongs to ~m if h:27-~A and 
h(a) = h(b) for some a, b in 27, a 4: b. A finite language L _~ 27* is said to be 
coherent if there are no nonempty and disjoint 275 and 2' 2 such that 
27=27aU27 2 and L=(LN27*)U(LA27*) .  Otherwise L is said to be 
ineoherent, in which case it can be partitioned into a finite number of 
coherent subsets L=L1ULzC) . . .  C)L m for some m~>2. Since not only 
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L i (3L j  = 0 ,  i-Tsj, but also a lph(L i )~ alph(Lj)= 0, i #=j, we usually write 
this as L = L 1 ~ L 2 ~. ... U_). Lm, that is, a super-disjoint union. Given two 
languages L1 ,L  2 we can form L~U. Lz=L I t ,  AL  2 only if alph(Ll)C3 
alph(L2) = 0. 
Finally, we turn to the central notion of this paper. 
DEFINITION. Let L1 ,L  2 be two finite languages. Then L 1 is said to be a 
predecessor of L2, denoted by L 1 pred L2, if L 1 5~ L2 and for all X such that 
L~ <3 X<3 L 2 either L 1 ~X or L 2 ~X.  
In other words if La pred L 2 then there is no language family t (L )  
properly in between d(L1)  and L/'(L2). 
The following result is useful. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L be a finite coherent language and P be a finite 
language such that P pred L. 
Then for  all L ' 5~ L, L ' <3 P and P is unique up to form equivalence. 
Proof. Let L '  ~ L; then either L '  <3 P as desired or L '  -~ P, in which 
case L '  inc P. Without loss of generality assume a lph(L ' )~ alph(P) = O and 
consider K = L '  ~) P. Now P <3 K <3 L and hence either K ~ L or K ~ P. 
Now K,-~ L implies L <3 K, which since L is coherent must satisfy either 
L <3 P or L <3 L ' .  Both contradict he hypotheses; therefore K ~ P. But this 
means K<3 P and hence L '  <3 P as desired. 
Let Q pred L. Then Q :~ L and by the first part of the lemma Q <3 P, but 
since P :~ L we also have P <3 Q by a second application of the first part. 
Hence P~ Q. II 
It is perhaps worthwhile repeating the following observation, used in the 
proof of Lemma 2.2: namely, let L be a coherent language and K be 
incoherent with coherent subsets K = K~ W. K 2 W ... W. g m for some m/> 2. 
Then if L <3 K it follows from the coherency of L that it must satisfy 
L<1K i for  somei,  l~<i~<m. 
3. THE THEOREM AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
The proof of our main theorem will be undertaken in Section 4. In this 
section we state it together with some preliminary definitions and then draw 
some implications. 
DEFINITION. Let L c Z* and m > 0 be an integer. Then L is said to have 
an m-loop (or be m-looping) if there exists a subset K _c L satisfying the 
following conditions: 
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(i) K= {z~ ..... Zm}; and 
(ii) There exist m distinct symbols a~ ..... a m in 27 such that a i, a i .  1 are 
in z;, 1 ~< i < m and am, a I are in z m. 
By convention if m = 1 then z I contains two appearances of a 1. 
We say L is looping if L has an m-loop for some m > 0 and non-looping 
otherwise. 
This is a natural generalization of the notion of cycles and twisted cycles 
in directed graphs; see Maurer et al. (1981b) and Salomaa (1981). 
We can now state our main theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let L be a minimal finite language. Then L has a 
predecessor iff for  some non-empty non-looping coherent K we have 
L = K~ L' ,  for  some L' .  
The simplicity of this characterization is particularly pleasing since the 
results in (Maurer et al., 1981b, in press) seemed to indicate otherwise. An 
immediate consequence of Theorem A is 
THEOREM B. Let L be a finite language. Then it is decidable whether or 
not L has a predecessor. 
Proof. First construct L '  EL  such that L '  ~L  and L '  is minimal. This 
is effective; see Maurer et aI. (in press). Either L '  is coherent (its only 
coherent subset) or it can be partitioned into its coherent subsets. Again this 
is effective. Finally it suffices to check whether one of L ' s  coherent subsets is 
nonlooping; clearly this is effective. If such a subset exists L has a 
predecessor, otherwise L has no predecessor. II 
A second application is to solve an open problem in (Maurer et al., 1982) 
concerning maximal density. 
THEOREM C. ~ is not maximally dense. 
Proof  Let G: S-+ a; S--, b; S ~ ab; S ~ ba; S--+ aaA; A ~ a; A ~ aA. 
Then L(G)  = (a*-{aa} ) U {b, ab, ha} and S(G)  ~f (REG) .  
We show that ~ -- { f :  S (G)  _c t  ~S(CF)  and f is grammatical / is 
dense; see Maurer et aI. (1982): 
By the techniques of Maurer et al. (in press) it suffices to show that 
{ f (L ) :  f ({a ,  b, ab, ba}) c Y (L )  c_ f ({a ,  aa)} is dense. 
Let L 1 -- {a, b, ab, ha} and L2 = {a, aa}; both are minimal and coherent. It 
suffices to show that for all L such that L1 :~L  53L2, L has no 
predecessor. By the proof of Theorem B it suffices to consider only minimal 
such L. 
" Assume L has a predecessor. Then L ---- K ~." L '  by Theorem A, where K is 
643/50/3 6
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non-empty, non-looping and coherent. Since L a is coherent and looping it 
must be an interpretation of a coherent and looping subset M of L. Hence we 
may write L = K ~ M k;;." L "  for some L".  Observe that M <J K or K <3 M 
would violate the minimality of L;  hence Minc  K. 
We conclude the proof by showing that K <3 L 1 and hence K <3 M, 
contradicting the just established fact that M inc K. 
Let alph(K) = A. We assume without loss of generality that A has at least 
two letters. We define inductively a partition of A into A s (the "a-letters") 
and A b (the "bqetters") as follows: 
(1) Choose an arbitrary letter c in A and let this be an a-letter. 
(2) For all new a-letters e consider all words in K which contain 
them, if there are any. These are of the form c, cd or de. Let each d 
appearing with an a-letter be designated a b-letter. 
(3) If there are no two-letter words containing new a-letters then 
finish, otherwise, repeat steps (2) and (3) with the roles of a- and b-letters 
interchanged. 
CLAIM. On termination A = A s bA A b ; that &, a partition has been found. 
Proof  o f  Claim. Clearly AaUA b c_A. Furthermore A c_AoUAo,  since 
otherwise there is a letter c, say, appearing in A, which does not appear in 
any word in K~ (Ao~AAb)*. This contradicts the coherence of K. Hence 
A~ ~A A b = A. 
It remains to show Aa n A b = O. Assuming otherwise, there exists a d in 
A s ~ A b. Now in the execution of the above algorithm since d was chosen as 
an a-letter, then there exists a sequence of words of length two (a chain) 
zl,..., z r, where c = al ,  the first chosen a-letter, is in z~, 
b 1 is in z 1 , z 2, 
a 2 is in z z, z 3, 
and 
br -  1 is in z r 1, Zr,  
a r = d is in z r. 
Similarly there exists a chain corresponding to the choice of d as a b- 
letter, namely, 
Ya,...,Y, 
where c is in ya and d is in Ys. But this implies that 
Zr,. . . ,  Zl  , Y l  ,..., y s , 
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is an (r + s)-loop if the z i and yj are distinct, giving a contradiction. If they 
are not distinct then a smaller loop can be formed, again giving a con- 
tradiction. 
Immediately K <1 L~u), letting /.t(a) = A a nd ¢t(b) = A b. This completes 
the theorem. II 
The reader should observe that given a pair of finite grammatical families 
(S~, $2) with _~ ~Y2 our results demonstrate a necessary condition for
denseness; namely, if _~ = f (L l ) ,  where L 1 is minimal and coherent, then 
L1 must be looping. Otherwise predecessor situations can be demonstrated. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
The proof of Theorem A is broken into three steps. First we restrict our 
attention to coherent finite languages. Then using the notion of weak 
predecessors due to Welzl (1982) we show that coherent looping languages 
have no predecessor. Second, we show that indeed coherent non-looping 
languages have a predecessor. Finally, we complete the proof of Theorem A 
by demonstrating that only coherent partitions need be considered. 
DEFINITION. Let L be a minimal finite language and W 5;3 L. Then W is 
a weak predecessor of L (W wpredL) if for all IT" in JUm(W), I~ <1 L 
implies either l~ ~ W or 1~ ~ L. 
Thus the merging homomorphic images of a weak predecessor W do not 
lie strictly between W and L with respect o interpretation. In other words, 
for each H, W ~ H ~ L, H is not obtained as a homomorphic mage of IV. 
The close relationship between weak predecessors and predecessors i  
captured in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let L be a non-trivial minimal coherent finite language. 
Then L has no predecessor iff L has infinitely many inequivalent weak 
predecessors. 
Proof If: Assume L has infinitely many inequivalent weak predecessors 
and L has a predecessor P. Lef W wpred L and assume without loss of 
generality that W is minimal; then W<3 P(p) by Lemma 2.2. Moreover 
either W~P or Wz~P~) .  In this latter case / . t -~(W)=I~P.  Thus 
f f '<1Pz~L which implies I~:~L .  Now if ~t-1 is a merging 
homomorphism this contradicts the assumption that W is minimal. Hence 
/z -~ is at most a renaming homomorphism and #W~ #P. 
Since P is finite we now have a contradiction to the assumption that there 
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are infinitely many  inequivalent weak predecessors of L. Hence L has no 
predecessor. 
Only tf: Assume L has no predecessor. We show that L must have 
infinitely many inequivalent weak predecessors. We claim that O wpred L; 
hence L has at least one weak predecessor. That O wpred L follows from the 
definition since JYm(O)= 0,  thereby vacuously satisfying the conditions. 
Having demonstrated that L has at least one weak predecessor we now 
prove that L has infinitely many. Let W wpred L; then since L has no 
predecessor there exists K such that W~ K :~ L. From K construct a 
sequence of languages K ---- K 1 , K 2 ..... K r by identifying two distinct letters in 
K i at each step such that the resulting K i+ 1 ~ L and there is no Kr+ 1 ~ L 
obtainable from K r. Clearly this sequence is finite since alph(K) is finite. 
Moreover since no Kr+ 1 satisfying Kr+ ~ :~ L can be obtained from K r, we 
have K r wpred L and W :~ K r since K = K 1 <] K 2 <3 ... <I K r and Kr <3 W 
would imply K <1 W, a contradiction. 
Thus given a W wpred L we have constructed a Kr wpred L such that 
W + K r; hence L has infinitely many inequivalent weak predecessors. II 
We are now in a position to show that minimal coherent looping 
languages do have infinitely many inequivalent weak predecessors and he0ce 
by Lemma 4.1 have no predecessor. To prepare for this result we need some 
preliminary notation. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let L ~_ 27* have an m-loop K = {2 1 . . . . .  2 m} with letters 
a I ..... a m in 2], for m > 0, and A n be a new alphabet, for some n > 0, where 
A n = (~r_ {a~ ..... am} )U  {aij: 1 ~< i~< m, 1 ~<j~< n} and all the aij are new 
letters. Further assume L has no k-loop for k < m. Define a substitution 
r n : 27 ~ 2 a" by rn(a) = a for all a in ~r _ {a 1 ..... am} and r~(ai) ={a i l  ..... ai~ }, 
for all a i in {al,..., am}. 
Finally consider the language L ,  defined by 
L .  = r . (L  --K) 
U {z7 i : zi is in r,(zi), 1 ~< i < m and aij, ai+ 1,k in z7 i imply j ~< k} 
u {zSm:z7 m is in rn(Zm) and amj, alk in z7 m imply j ~< k}. 
Note that in the case m = 1, z 1 ---- 7. m contains at least two appearances of 
a I =a  m. In this case the second term in the definition of L n is empty. 
Moreover, if a~ occurs in more than two positions in z m it is assumed that 
two of them are designated; that is, z~ is written as zl = ua 1 l)a I w and zT~ is in 
rn(u) ajrn(v)akrn(w ), where j~k .  For m> 1 the difficulty of multiple 
appearances i  avoided by the condition that K be a smallest loop in L. 
Letting L ___ 27* be a minimal coherent finite language with an m-loop, for 
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some m > 0 and no k-loop for k < m, we will consider the collection of 
languages BL(L ) (the broken loop languages of L) defined by 
BL(L)  = {L n :L n <3 L(zn) defined as above and n > 0}. 
Because of the condition on £m in the definition of L n, L is not isomorphic to 
a subset of L n. However, L n <3 Ln+ r for all n, r > O. We will show that all 
L ,  in BL(L)  are inequivalent to L, infinitely many are mutually inequivalent 
and, based on these results, there are infinitely many inequivalent weak 
predecessors of L. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let L c_ Z* be a minimal coherent finite language satisfying 
the conditions of Definition 4.1 and let p = #Z - m + 1. Then for all n > 0 
and for all merging homomorphisms h:An-~A such that #A, -#A >~p, 
either h(L,) ~ L or h(Ln) ~ L. 
Proof. We only need consider the case that h(L,)=/Sn,  say, satisfies 
/S n <3 L. Since #A ~ #A, -p ,  h merges at least p letters. But this means that 
h merges at least two letters in A n - Z, that is, at least wo of the new letters. 
We have two cases to consider. 
(a) h merges an aij with aik foi" some i, l~<i~m and some j, k, 
1 ~<j < k~< n. In this case the m-loop is reformed since there are words 
Zlk,... , Z i_ l ,k ,  Z~i ,.... Zmj such that 
and 
alk ~ al+ l, k are  in Zlk ~ 
au,  al+ 1,] are  in z u ,  
i~ l~ i - -1 ,  
i~ l<m,  
a,~, a~k are in Zmj. 
Because aik = aij under h we obtain an m-loop. 
Let g be the homomorphism from A, which is the identity on A, -  {aik } 
and g(aik) = aij. Then L ,  <3 g(L,) <3 17 n <3 L and moreover it is 
straightforward" but tedious to show that L is isomorphic to a subset of 
g(L,). Hence g(Ln) ~ L and/ r  n ~ L. 
(b) h merges an aij with an akt for some i, k, 1 ~< i < k~< m and some 
j, l, 1 ~<j < l~< n (the case 1 ~ l  < j~ n is treated analogously) and no aij is 
merged with an aik. We obtain a (k-- /) - loop, where k - -  i < m, since there 
are words zi,... , zk_ 1 in E ,  such that 
ao,ai+~, t are in z i 
and 
aql, aq+ l,l are in Zq, i < q ~ k - -  i. 
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Because akl = aij under h this is indeed a (k - / ) - loop.  Since L has no 
(k - / ) - loop  and an r-loop cannot give rise to an s-loop under interpretation 
for s < r, it follows that/S, -~ L. 
This completes the lemma. | 
LEMMA 4.3. Let L ~ 22* be a minimal coherent finite language satisfying 
the conditions of Definition 4.1 and let p = #Z - m + 1. Then 
(i) every L n in BL(L)  is inequivalent to L, and 
(ii) there are infinitely many L ,  in BL(L)  which are mutually 
inequivalent. 
Proof. O) We argue by contradiction; namely, assume L <3 L n for 
some n~>l;  by definition L ,<3L( r , ) .  This implies there exists a 
homomorphism h:S~An such that h(L )~L  n. Because L is minimal h 
cannot be a merging homomorphism; therefore h is a renaming. Consider 
h(L) = E c_ L~. Now/~ <3 L(rn). Let f  be defined by f (a )  = r~(a) ~ alph(ff,). 
Clearly f is also a renaming, otherwise the minimality of L would be 
contradicted. But this is itself a contradiction, since letting 
f(ai) = ai] i, 1 <~ i <, m, we obtain an m-loop: 
Z71 , . . . ,  Z7 m in/],  
where 
and 
aui , ai+ l,Ji+l are  in fi, l~<i<m,  
am,Jm , al,jl are in Z m. 
But by Definition 4.1, {z71 ..... ZTm} is not contained in L n. 
(ii) Let L n and L r be such that n~l  and r~n+p.  By definition 
Ln <1L r, but L r -~ L~. For assume otherwise, namely, L r <1L~, then there 
exists a merging homomorphism h:Ar ~ A n such that h(Lr)c__ Ln. h must be 
merging since #Ak+I>#A k, for all k/> 1. Now #Ar-#A,>/p  and by 
Lemma 4.2 either h(L~),-, L or h(L~),,~ L. The first case implies L ,  ~L ,  
contradicting (i) and the second case contradicts L n <3 L. Consider the 
languages L1,Lp+ 1, Lzp+l  ..... Lrp+l .... in BL(L); clearly~ they are all 
mutually inequivalent, completing the proof of (ii). II 
We now consider an even weaker version of weak predecessor. 
DEFINITION. Let L be a minimal finite language, W :~ L and r/> 0 an 
integer. Then W is an r-weak predecessor of L (W r-wpred L) if either r = 0 
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and W wpred L or r > 0 and for all I~ in ~fm(W), if" <1 L implies either if" 
(r - 1)-wpred L or l~ ~ L. 
The importance of this weaker version of weak predecessor stems from the 
following observation, which is used in the proofs to follow. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let L be a minimal finite language and W ~ L be an r- 
weak predecessor of L, for some r >~ O. 
Then there exists a IT" such that W <1 fie :~ L and I~ wpred L. 
Proof (i) r=0: le t  f f '=W.  
(ii) r > 0: choose an arbitrary I~ in ~m(W)  such that W <1 if" :~ L. 
If no such l~ exists then W wpred L, otherwise by definition if" ( r -  1)- 
wpred L. Now letting W = I~ the process is repeated. Clearly this process 
terminates after at most r steps resulting in a if- such that IT" wpred L. | 
We are now in a position to prove our first major result. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let L cc_ 22" be a minimal, coherent, looping and finite 
language. Then L has no predecessor. 
Proof. Since L is looping it has some m-loop K = {z I ..... Zm} with letters 
al,..., am; and no k-loop for k < m. Let An, r n and L n be as in Definition 4.1, 
Let p=#Z-  m + 1. 
CLAIM. L n p-wpred L for all n >/1. 
Proof of Claim. I fp  = 0, then any merging homomorphism h must merge 
two new letters. In which case by the proof of Lemma 4.2 either h(Ln) ~ L 
or h(Ln) ~ L. In other words L n O-wpred L. Moreover infinitely many of the 
L n are mutually inequivalent; that is, L has infinitely many weak 
predecessors, and hence L has no predecessor by Lemma 4.1. 
Consider the case p > 0. Any merging homomorphism h applied to L ,  
yields h(Ln)=,Ln, say. Now if h merges new letters we know by the above 
remarks that either/S n~ L or K n ~ L, On the other hand if h merges old 
letters (in 22-{a  I ..... am} ) or merges old and new letters then we obtain 
either/S n <1 L or /Sn -~ L. We are only interested in the first case. Now if 
/S, <1 L either /~n ~ L or Ln ~ L. Consider the second situation, namely, 
/r ,  5~ L. We claim/~n (P -- 1)-wpred L. The argument is again based on the 
proof of Lemma 4.2; that is,/~, has at most p - 2 copies of old letters (note 
that L has p -- 1 old letters). But this means that_ after at most p -- 1 further 
merges we obtain an L n from ff'n with either /~n "~ L or /~n "~ L. (This is 
essentially the proof of Lemma 4.4.) This completes the proof of the 
claim. II 
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Returning to the theorem let h n be a homomorphism defined on Ln such 
that h,(Ln) = L, ,  L n 5~ L and ff'n wpred L. By the remarks above if hn is 
merging it cannot merge new letters and hence h, merges at most p -  1 
letters. 
To demonstrate hat L has no predecessor, it only remains to show that 
infinitely many of the/~, are mutually inequivalent. In the case that p = 0 
this follows immediately from Lemma 4.1, otherwise it follows by exactly the 
same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, except hat in this case/S i ~ Lj 
for all i, j, i =~j. For example, letting i < j  and observing that any merging 
homomorphism h applied to Lj. gives either h(Lj) ~ L or h(Li) ~ L, that is, 
Lj ~ L i. Hence L has no predecessor. II 
Having dealt with the looping case we next consider the non-looping 
situation. We will prove that a non-looping language has a predecessor by 
showing that it must have a finite number of inequivalent weak predecessors. 
Let L ~_ Z* be a non-looping coherent' minimal language (and therefore 
finite). Since L is non-looping then each letter in Z appears at most once in 
each word in L. It is convenient to represent the structure of such an L by an 
edge-labelled graph. 
For example, let L 1 = {ab, bee, bijk, ed, ef fg,  gh}, and consider the graph 




g .... Q 
where there is a node for each word in L 1 and a labelled edge between any 
two nodes if the label is in the corresponding two words. The following 
observations hold: 
(i) there is at most one edge between any two nodes, otherwise loops 
would be present, and 
(ii) any cycle in the graph must have its edges labelled by the same 
letter, otherwise loops would exist. 
These observations mean that graph(L) contains cliques but apart from these 
it has a tree-like structure. 
Returning to the example, L 1 is clearly coherent since its graph is 
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connected and it is minimal since any identification of two letters clearly 
introduces a loop, that is a cycle into graph(L~) or a l-loop into L~. 
Let L__S* ,  where S={a~ ..... ar~} for some m>/ l  and L is minimal, 
coherent and non-looping. If m = 1, L = {al } and L has O as its predecessor 
in this case. Therefore we can assume m >~ 2 in the following. 
CLAIM. Let W wpred L, W 5/J L~u) and W be minimal. Further, let n i = 
#{x:w in L, a i is in w}, l <. i ~ m. Letting alph(W)=A then at most n~ 
letters in A correspond to a i under lt; that is,/2: S ~ 2 a satisfies #~z(ai) <. n~, 
l<.i<~m. 
Proof of Claim. Recall that L is non-looping, coherent, minimal and 
alph(L) = S= {a 1 ..... am}, m >~ 2. We will show that i f#P(ai)  > n i for any i, 
1 ~< i ~< m, then L <~ W, giving a contradiction. 
To establish this claim first observe that the merging of any two letters in 
/~(ai) for any i yields a if" which contains a subset isomorphic to L. For 
consider h defined by h(a~) = a j, for all aj in p(aj), i ¢ j  and h(a D = a;, for 
all a[ in P(a i ) -  {a"} and h(a[')= a[ for some a; in [.t(ai) , a'i__~ a;'. Then 
h(W) = I~ clearly satisfies W<~ fir<] L and moreover W:~ W since W is 
minimal and therefore has a minimal alphabet. Since W wpred L we have 
f f '~  L and furthermore since L is minimal and L ~ /~ then g(L)~_ IYV 
implies g is a renaming and hence L is isomorphic to a subset of I/V. 
This motivates the following notation: Let la(ai)= {ail,..., a~ki}, for some 
k i >/1, 1 <~ i <~ m and hi,j, k be a homomorphism from A to A - {aik } defined 
by 
hi,j,k(a ) = a, for all a in A - {ai, } 
and 
hi,j,k(aik ) = a U, 
where l~<j ,k~<k i , j4=kand l~<i~<m. 
Now hi,],k(W ) = Wij,k , say, contains a subset Li j ,k isomorphic to L by 
the above remarks; therefore consider the following subsets of W defined by 
Z i,j,k" 
Let {Wl,...,w,i } be the words in L containing ai, and {w[: l~ I<~ni}  
denote the corresponding words in Li,j, k. Consider the words Li j ,k(w[)= 
{x:x is in Li,j, k and x is connected to w[ in graph(Lij, ,  ) by a path not 
containing an edge labelled with aii }. Observe that w[ is vacuously a member 
of Lij,k(w;). 
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Pictorially we have 
Clearly Li,j,~(w[) ~ Li,j,k(w'q) = O and alph (Lij,k(wD) A alph(Li,,i,k(w'q) ) = 
laij}, if l 4: q since otherwise L has a loop. 
I f  L/j,k(w~) is in W denote it by Li j(wf) and otherwise denote it by 
(W "~ Wy L i ,~ t ), where = w~ with aij replaced by a~k. 
Since alph(Li, j(w~))Nalph(Lij(Wq))= {aij } if l=/:q and similarly for 
Li,k(w~) and Li,k(wq) it suffices to show that for sufficiently large #(ai) there 
is an l such that Li,l(w'q) is in W for all q, 1 ~ q ~ n i. But this is guaranteed 
by the property of W being a weak predecessor of L together with 
#/~(ai) > n i, by the following combinatorial lemma. 
LEMMA 4,6. Let p, r be positive integers and M an (~2) × P matrix whose 
entries are integers in the range 1 ..... r fulfilling the following conditions: 
(i) each row of M contains two distinct values, and 
(ii) for each two values i, j, 1 <~ i <j  <~r there is exactly one row 
which contains them. 
Then if r >/p + 1 there exists an integer k, 1 <~ k <~ r which appears at 
least once in each column. 
Proof. The cases p --- 1 and 2 are trivial. Therefore assume the lemma is 
true for all p ~< s for some s >~ 1. Now consider the case p -~ s + 1. Without 
loss of generality let the last p rows of M consist of the combinations 
(i,p + 1), 1 ~< i ~<p. Let 3~r be M without the last p rows and consider the 
matrices ~r  i, 1 ~< i ~<p corresponding to ~r without column i. Then by the 
inductive assumption there is an integer q(i), 1 <~ q(i) ~p  appearing in every 
column of M i. 
Assume that for all i, q(i) does not appear in column i of M, since 
otherwise q(i) is the required integer. Clearly {q(i): 1 ~i<~p} = {1 ..... p}. 
Now consider the last p rows of M. These are filled with the pairs i, p + 1, 
l <~i<~p. 
Clearly either p + 1 appears in every column or there is one column i in 
which it does not appear. But q(i) does not appear in column i also, which 
provides a contradiction by examining the row containing q(i) and p + 1. 
Clearly one of them must appear in column i. This completes the proof. II 
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To complete the claim observe that in our case the p columns correspond 
to the p = n i words in L, {w I ..... w,~}, containing ai and the rows correspond 
to the corresponding merging homomorphisms h;,j, k and their effect. Once 
#~(ai) >/n i + 1 there is some integer k, 1 ~< k ~< #/l(ai) such that Li,k(Wq) is 
in W for all q, 1 ~< q ~< n i. But since alph(Li,k(w~)) C3 alph(Li,k(W~) ) = {aik } 
ni this means [,-)o=1Li,k(W~) is isomorphic to L. In other words, L <3 W. Hence 
#/~(ai) ~ ni, 1 ~< i ~< m, and the claim is proved. | 
Finally, if L has an infinitely many minimal inequivalent weak 
predecessors their alphabets must be arbitrarily large. But we have shown 
that for W wpred L, W minimal, #alph(W)~< Y~m=a ni; in other words W 
cannot be both a minimal weak predecessor of L and have an arbitrarily 
large alphabet. Hence L has a finite number of weak predecessors and the 
theorem has been proved. | 
Thus we have shown 
THEOREM 4.7. Let L c27", L be minimal, coherent and non-looping. 
Then L has a predecessor. 
Proof  Since L is non-looping, L is finite and since we have shown L has 
finitely many inequivalent weak predecessors, then L has a predecessor by 
Lemma 4.1. II 
We are only left with the characterization of the incoherent situation. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let L ~ 27* be a minimal finite language such that 
L =L I~L2U "'" ~ 'Lm for  some m >/2, where the L i are coherent and 
nontrivial. 
Then L has a predecessor iff there is an i, 1 <~ i ~ m such that Li is non- 
looping. 
Proof  Note that the L i are also minimal and L~ inc L j, 1 <, i < j <~ m. 
IJ2 Without loss of generality assume L 1 is non-looping. Let 
P=PI~.L2~. . . .  t~).Lm, where P~ pred L~ and P1 is minimal. We claim 
that P pred L. 
For letting X be a minimal language such that P<IX<3L and 
X = X ~ ... ~. X m with X i <3 L i, we show that either P~X or X ~ L. 
Since the L i are  coherent, P <3 X implies that L~ <3 X;, 1 < i ~< m, for 
otherwise L i <3Xj <3Lj,  contradicting L i, i4=j. But this implies that 
Xi~L i ,  l< i~m.  In other words X=Xl~.L2~. . . .G)L  m. NOW if 
P~ <3 X1 then either P~ ~X 1 or X 1 ~L1 which in turn implies P~X or 
X~L.  Otherwise if P 1 ~ X~ then since X 1 <3 L1 and P1 pred L 1, by Lemma 
2.2, X~ <3 PI and we have X~ ~ P1. Now P1 ~ X1 and P <3 X implies that 
P~ <3 X- -X  1 and hence X 1 <1 X- -X I .  But this means that X ~ X- -X~ and 
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X ~ P - X1, and this implies that either X 1 = O and P1 = O (P is minimal), 
giving P ~ X or X 14: 0,  contradicting the minimality of X. 
Hence P pred L. 
Only if'. Assume L has a predecessor P, which is minimal, and 
P = P1U. Pz U. ... ~. Pm with Pi <1 Li, 1 ~ i <~ m, and the L i are all looping. 
Now not all Pi ~ Lg, 1 <~ i <. m; without loss of generality assume L 1 + P1. 
Le t /S= P1 k.U." L 2 ~ ... ~ L m. We show first that f i=  P. 
Clearly P <1/5<1L  and since P~ ~ L1,/5 5 ~_ L; therefore since P pred L 
and/5  :~ L implies f f  <1 P we have P ~ P. Hence /5= P. 
Since L1 is looping, by assumption, P1 is not a predecessor of L 1 by 
Theorem 4.5. In other words L1 has infinitely many inequivalent weak 
predecessors by Lemma 4.1, and in particular the Lln defined as in 
Definition 4.1 are #S-weak predecessors of L l, by the proof of Theorem 
4.5. 
Now consider Qn = L~n ~. L 2 ~ ... U L m, for all n >~ 1. Since P pred L, 
Q~ <1 P and either Lln <1 P1 or LI~ <1 L - - L  1. If infinitely many L~, <1 P~ 
then L1 <1 P~ follows by similar arguments to those used in the proof of 
Theorem 4.5. (For large enough n the homomorphism h~ satisfying 
h~(L~n ) ~_ P1 merges so many letters that L~ <1 h,(L~,).) On the other hand, 
if infinitely many L~, <1 L - -L ,  we obtain L~ <1 L - -L1.  In the first case 
L I~P~ and P~L,  contradicting P pred L, and in the second case 
L~ ~ L - -L~,  contradicting the minimality of L. 
This completes the proofs. II 
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